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Abstract— Banking Sector involves a lot of transactions for their day to day operation and they have now realized that 

their main disquietude is how to detect fraud as early as possible.  The primary motive of this paper is to represent 

technologies that can be redounding to detect Transaction fraud. a significant manner of police investigation fraud is to 

extract the behavior profiles (BPs) of users supported their historical dealings records, thus to verify if associate degree 

incoming dealings is also a fraud or not ocular of their bits per second . Markov process models unit widespread to 

represent bits per second of users, but Markov process models unit unsuitable for the illustration of these behaviors. 

Throughout this paper, we've an inclination to propose logical graph of BP (LGBP) that will be a complete order-based 

model to represent the relation of attributes of dealings records.Here we tend to area unit able to realize Face by pattern 

viola jones and LBP acknowledge formula for face detection as we tend to use invisible keyword sequence for 

authentication of OTP. 

Keywords— Behavior profile & e-commerce security, Face Detection, Invisible Keyboard Sequence, fraud detection, on-
line dealings,facial structure 

 
I. INTRODUCTION  

 
The proliferation of credit and debit card and online 

transaction, the growing popularity of internet and mobile 
banking, and the increasing use of mobile phone as a 
payment device provide numerous avenues for a fraudster 
to explore.. card-not-present transactions in master card 
operations becomes a great deal of and a great deal of 
modish since web payment gateways (e.g., Pay- Pal and 
AliPay) become modish. Most of the people store their 
password and their personal information very 
confidentially but sometime it may be stolen by someone 
unexpectedly, to face this problem we introduced 
transaction fraud detection using face authentication and 
invisible virtual keyboard . 

Throughout this paper, we've an inclination to propose 
logical graph of BP (LGBP) that will be a complete order-
based model to represent the relation of attributes of 
dealings records. Supported LGBP and users dealings 
records, we tend to area unit able to cipher a path-based 
transition likelihood from associate degree attribute to a 
distinct one. Here we tend to area unit able to realize Face 
by pattern viola jones and LBP acknowledge formula for 
face detection as we tend to use invisible keyword 
sequence for authentication of OTP. The keyword 
sequence modification once. At constant time, we've an 
inclination to stipulate associate degree knowledge 
entropy-based diversity constant thus on characterizes the 
variability of dealings behaviors of a user. 
 

II. RELATED WORK  
 
In existing system many banking sectors victimization the 
Signature based transactions there is likelihood of 
duplicate signature by someone. entirely OTP verification 

is accessible on mobile, but someone's making an attempt 
to induce your phone and sees OTP and transfer money 
from one account to the another account. Even by the 
upper than two mentioned methodology the fraud dealings 
is up to the mark. We’ve an inclination to in addition track 
fraud user with location by mackintosh address of the user 
laptop computer transportable or computer that have last 
dealings successfully. in addition, we've an inclination to 
stipulate a state transition likelihood matrix to capture 
temporal choices of transactions of a user 
 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 
In this project, we propose a method to extract users BPs 
based on their transaction records. It is used to detect 
transaction fraud in the online shopping scenario by using 
the face detection. In addition, we plan to extend BP by 
considering other data such as users comments. Also we 
have used Viola-Jones Algorithm and LBP Algorithm for 
face detection. We tend to use invisible keyword sequence 
for authentication of OTP 
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

 
 

V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

 Let S be the system 

 P={I,P,O} 

 Where, 

 I= Input(Users, Attacker) 

 P={Setup, Trans, OTP, Detect Fraud, send MSG} 

 Setup={U}  

 U={u1, u2, …., un} 

 U: No of Users 

 KeyGen(OKpri; TKpri) OKpri=User Private Key 

 TKpri=User Transaction Identity 

 Trans= {t1, t2, …., tn} 

 Trans: No of transaction done by users 

 User can do transaction by using OTP or secret 
Key, Here user can add new user account to 
transfer money otherwise select any existing user 
details to transfer amount. 

  Output={O1,O2} 
Output : Either transaction success of fail 
 

VI. ALGORITHMS USED 

Viola-Jones Algorithm 

The Viola–Jones face object detection frame work [4] is the 

first object detection framework to provide competitive 

object detection rates in real-time proposed in 2001 by 

Paul Viola and Michael Jones. This algorithm is 

implemented in Open CV as cv Haar Detect Objects().Viola 

Jones face object detector become famous due to its open 

source implementation in the Open CV library. In order to 

find and trying to match from an object of an unknown size 

is usually adopted to work this field that possesses a high 

efficiency and accuracy to locate the face region in an 

image. 

Early efforts in face object detection have dated back as 

early as the beginning of the 1970s, where simple heuristic 

and anthropometric techniques [7] Face detection 

techniques can be categorized into two major groups that 

are feature based approaches and image based 

approaches. Image and video based approaches use linear 

subspace method, neural networks and statistical 

approaches for face object detection. Face feature based 

approaches can be subdivided into low level and high level 

analysis, feature analysis and active shape model analysis. 

Face detection is controlled by special trained scanning 

window classifiers Viola-Jones Face Detection Algorithm is 

the first real-time face detection system. 

The Viola - Jones method for face object detection contains 

three techniques:  

1. Integral image for feature extraction the Haar-like 

features is rectangular type that is obtained by integral 

image[4]  

2. 2. Ad a boost is a machine-learning method for face 

detection [5], The word ―boosted‖ means that the 

classifiers at every stage of the cascade are complex 

themselves and they are built out of basic classifiers using 

one of four boosting techniques (weighted voting). 

3.  3. Cascade classifier used to combine many features 

efficiently. The word ―cascade‖ in the classifier name 

means that the resultant classifier consists of several [6]. 

LBP Algorithm 

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is a simple yet very efficient 

texture operator which labels the pixels of an image by 

thresholding the neighborhood of each pixel and considers 

the result as a binary number. Using the LBP combined 

with histograms we can represent the face images with a 

simple data vector. LBPcan be seen in the following step-

by-step explanation 

1. Parameters: the LBPH uses 4 parameters: 

 Radius 

 Neighbors 

 Grid X 

 Grid Y 

2Training the Algorithm:- First, we need to train the 
algorithm.  We need to also set an ID (it may be a number 
or the name of the person) for each image, so the algorithm 
will use this information to recognize an input image and 
give you an output. Images of the same person must have 
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the same ID. With the training set already constructed, let’s 
see the LBPH computational steps. 

3.Applying the LBP operation: The first computational 
step of the LBPH is to create an intermediate image that 
describes the original image in a better way, by highlighting 
the facial characteristics. To do so, the algorithm uses a 
concept of a sliding window, based on the 
parameters radius and neighbors. 

4.Extracting the Histograms: Now, using the image 
generated in the last step, we can use the Grid X and Grid 
Y parameters to divide the image into multiple grids 

5.Performing the face recognition:  In this step, the 
algorithm is already trained. Each histogram created is used 
to represent each image from the training dataset. So, given 
an input image, we perform the steps again for this new 
image and creates a histogram which represents the image. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  
       
In this project, we've got a bent to propose the simplest 
way to extract users bits per second supported their 
dealing records, that's utilized to seek out dealing fraud at 
intervals the on-line looking out scenario by using the face 
detection. Overcomes the defect of Markoff process models 
since it characterizes the vary of user behaviors. 
Experiments together illustrate the advantage of OM. the 
long haul work focuses on some machine-learning ways 
that to automatically classify the values of trans- action 
attributes so as that our model can characterize the users 
bespoke behavior loads of specifically. in addition, we've 
got a bent to plan to extend BP by considering totally 
different data like users comments. 
 
The future work focuses on some machine-learning 
methods to automatically classify the values of trans- 
action attributes 
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